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SUMMARY
 Web Presence:

email: richardtgreene@alum.mit.edu & richwows@gmail.com
sample articles, academic interests: http://kwansei.academia.edu/RichardTaborGreene

sample articles, 4000 favorite books, research seminar reading list:  http://www.scribd.com/people/view/310309
my ePublished 12 books: https://www.youpublish.com/people/1201

My book---Are You Creative? 60 Models used as grad course 886 text at Simon Fraser Univ.’s Digital Arts Dept. 

Aim:  
General: Enhance Education, Business, Art/Design, Computer Science, Area Studies, Digital Media, Law, or Medicine Departments.
Short Term: Find Adjunct and/or Visiting Positions that Prepare for Intermediate/Long-term goals below.
Mediate Term: Establish College of Creativity (92 proven courses) and/or Excellence Science College (54 courses) at great university 
Long Term: Found a New Type of University, or an Add-on to existing Universities, called  “Knowledge Epitome”
In all the above---employ teaching/cognition/substitute-for-prose innovations from my industry research career:

replace prose in teaching, my own writing, and in student writing with regularized fractal concept models--a more visual writing mode for web eras
all teaching, assignments, and research done using a standard set of structural cognition tools, that make readings publishable
use structural cognition tools that allow people to handle 64 or 256 ideas as quickly as they now handle 4 or 6 ideas
some homework sold to pay tuition costs--students employed in faculty consulting engagements = customer evaluation of assignment quality
eleven stages of research taught, from freshmen to Ph.d., self paced advancement, to identify theory and practice knowledge “tipping 

points”, so Ph.D. level work becomes normal from undergrad senior thesis work, neural net analysis and multivariate statistics 
taught freshman year to all students

disciplines of reading and publishing established in every term in every student--quality of each reading graded not assumed
social automaton arrangements for study-by-events and invent-events, learning-acceleration-events, and social art automaton 

events
a new dimension, Excellence Science, added onto existing universities “orthogonal” to all traditional fields teaching what causes people to rise 

to the top of such traditional fields--creativity, educatedness, effectivity, handling error, handling complexity, handling system effects, etc.
another new dimension added to existing universities “college of creativity”: models of creativity, careers of creators, tools creations, +90 others
students major in both:  a traditional field, a creativity field, and an excellence science field
mastery, each term, of 8 in a sequence of 64 emotion-management-via-art methods, so students outgrow nerd-ness of professoriate
methods of effective personal learning from industry embedded in research and class processes to make cognition competitive
all major student assignments published/produced in five media simultaneously: face-to-face performance, web site, informative 

videos, structurally written texts, social automaton group workshop events
ENHANCE ALL EDUCATION--using my 64 capabilities of highly eductated persons model and the research that produced it

CONTENTS:
4 college degrees, 4 professorship positions, 
3 global corporations, 9 business units founded, 12 consulting engagements, 
2 books--1200 pages--published, 12 books--16,800 pages--written for Web distribution/licensing, 
6 book chapters, 10 journal articles, 17 journal articles (forthcoming), 4 non-journal articles,
26 conference presentations,  8 academic society memberships (punctuated),
14 inventions  (2 technologies sold, 1 site licensed, 1 became the basis of a venture business, 1 elected a 

congressman, 2 are the bases of forthcoming ventures, 1 enabled Baldridge Award for best quality)
3 teaching innovations, 5 Honors & Awards, 6 Ventures Starting Up, 1 Journal Founding

OVERALL CAREER STRATEGY: 
By applying industrial methods of effective personal learning to class/research processes, expand 

intellectual productivity to 20 or more times what top ten universities now achieve;
Perfect Structural Cognition tools that enable mental operations to be applied to 128 ideas with the same 

elapsed time and quality of outcome as those operations now achieve when applied to 5 or 10 ideas;
Form 1 venture per every three years with grad students;
Invent Orthogonal Disciplines of Excellence Science, then add them to existing universities worldwide;
Invent College of Creativity ans add its 92 courses to existing engineering, arts, area studies, venture depts.
Establish new “Structural” type of writing and book, self indexing content replacing bushy prose as interface;
Establish “the Publishing of Classic Readings” of texts, updating “derivative work” patent laws
Publish each Ph.D. thesis result-set in 8 fields simultaneously.

    

http://kwansei.academia.edu/RichardTaborGreene
https://www.youpublish.com/people/1201
http://www.scribd.com/people/view/310309


Education Background   FOUR UNIVERSITIES,  FOUR DEGREES
Glass Bead Game View: mitigate MIT’s male culture flaws with Wellesley English Composition experience;  

generalize Japan’s totalization of quality, as a body of knowledge, to globalizations of other bodies of knowledge; 
Virginia  Polytechnic  
Institute,  Richmond,  
Virginia,  non-degree 
program, 1964

Calculus I and II, A
+ on every 
assignment 

I advance placed high school math and took math in a local college instead; I had 
taken these plus two other math courses 5 years earlier at this same college, auditing 
them though with all  As;  I  took 2 of  them for  credit  at  this  later  time to  help 
applying to MIT

Massachusetts  Institute  of  
Technology, 1971

B.S. in Humanities 
and Science

Undergraduate Research Paper:  A LISP 1.5 Program that Finds and Counts Main 
Points in English Paragraphs
Senior Psychology Lab Project:  Training Mothers in Linguistic Features as a Cure  
for  Language-Skill-Deficient  Kids--Inappropriately  Missing  Mother  Rewards  for  
Valid Child Production of Linguistic Features Unrecognized by the Mother

Wellesley  College,  
1969-70

Cross-Registration 
from MIT in 
psychology, 
literature, and 
philosophy

Research Paper:  Measuring the Quality of Literary Criticism by Counting Macro-
structure  Theme  Nodes  and  Theme  Pattern  Anomalies  Covered  by  Particular 
Critical Essays.  This paper used methods, later researched by Kintsch, Dijk, and 
Meyer, for building diagrams of macrostructures in text  so as to show evolution of 
meaning structures within particular texts and in the life-work of an author.  
Two years  of course work in psychology,  semiology,  sociology,  anthropology of 
technology,  text analysis, and hermeneutics.  Studied poetry under Robert Pinsky 
(now poet laureate of USA).  Studied Shakespeare for two years under Elizabeth 
Prettyman

University  of  Michigan,  
1994

Ph.D from Rackham 
Grad School in
Higher Education 
Administration

Dissertation:  Predictors of adoption of Total Quality Management by a research 
faculty:   The collision of professionalization of  knowledge in the academy with 
TQM’s concept of deprofessionalizing knowledge.
Senior Research Paper:  The Organizational Principles and Founding Processes of 
Virtual Businesses, Communities, and Movements.
Research Themes:  virtual realities, social virtuality,  organizational learning theory, 
participatory  research  networks,  Swedish  autonomous  workteams,  self-managing 
teams, organizational computing.

University  of  Michigan,  
1992

MA in Higher 
Education 
Administration

Thesis:   Towards  Democratic  Scientific  Management--Using  Total  Quality 
Principles  to  Re-design  MBA  Programs  to  Serve  Total  Quality  Companies. 
Published as a chapter in my later book Global Quality

University  of  Michigan,  
1992

MA in East Asian 
Studies; Japanese & 
Chinese Business

Thesis:   An  Issue  Preventing  Goal  of  Governing  in  Japan,  Results  from  a 
Participatory Town Meeting Program Implemented in Japan.  Published as a chapter 
in my later book Global Quality

Academic Positions    FOUR POSITIONS
Glass Bead Game View: Invent high technology circles by replacing total quality circle statistics tools with US artificial  
intelligence software tools and by adding culture inventions and management tools;  then study creativity & design using 

total quality research methods to better specify what quality and software and culture are supposed to support
School  of  Policy  Studies,  
Kwansei  Gakuin 
University,  Sanda,  Japan,  
1995 to Present

Professor Accomplished: first  KG  students  ever,  placed  in  Accenture  Consulting  (5  so  far)  and 
Goldman Sacks; my seminar students won business competition first prize three years in 
a row; 

4 seminar students won “best new employee” prizes at first employers;
Bi-monthly  Tokyo  seminar  for  grads  of  my  seminars  on  digital  media,  team  building, 

inventiveness, crossing cultures topics and methods (from my 12 epublished books)
Japan’s single most demanding seminar procedures, published in detail, yearly updated;
4000 book Ph.D reading list, with 1 book a week, 1journal article a week reading enforced;
all my course contents benchmarked against MIT/ Harvard/INSEAD/Stanford yearly;
annual Community Spirit Cabaret of many arts composed, performed, filmed, sold to businesses;
32  master’s  theses  supervised,  2  Ph.D.  theses  supervised;  one  body  of  research  published 

simultaneously in eight different fields for Ph.D. work;
seminar  students  placed in  grad schools  including  Parson’s  School  of  Design,  Art  Institute  of 

Chicago, Columbia University, London School of Economics, Tokyo Institute of Technology, 
Kyoto University, Osaka University, Univ. of Illinois, Tokyo University;

TEACHING: Persons  as  Information  Systems,  Organizations  as  Information  Systems, 
Replacements  for  Prose  (Fractal  Models),  Replacements  for  Meetings  (Social  automata), 
BioLogics:  83  Systems  Biology  Thought  Types,  Transplanting   Practices  Across  Cultures, 
Managing  of  Creativity,  Creatives,  and  Invention,  Social  Automaton  Leadership,  Structural 
Cognition, Just-in-Time Management Theory, Creativity in Design, Invention Theory, Selves as 
Cultures and Vice Versa, Asian Innovation Systems
RESEARCH:   12  large  books,  epublished  at  youpublish.com,  on  12  of  54  new  fields  of 
Excellence Science,  composed by writing up results  of  that  research project  while  teaching in 
Japan.  New project refounding design approaches on the basis of which of 60 models of creativity 
they depend on, started but not yet written up.  



University  of  Chicago,  
Graduate  School  of  
Business, 1992-96  (summer  
only in 1995 and 1996)

Lecturer  in  Quality  
Management

It  should be noted, I did not  apply for this job--they asked me, repeatedly,  till  I 
relented.
TEACHING: I taught:  

Special Topics in Quality and Re-engineering; 
Transplanting Business Practices Across Cultures; 
Total Quality Processes for Founding Venture Businesses; 
Time Series Up To ARIMA;
Chaos in Markets and Their Time Series.

My course evaluations, overall, were slightly above faculty average over the 4 years
RESEARCH: founded Excellence Science Research Project, 315 eminent people in 
63 diverse fields, half US, half global, nominated 54 distinct routes to excellence in 
their field, and 150 people in each of those 54 “orthogonal to traditional” fields” 
new  fields;  those  8000+  people  were  interviewed  about  how  they 
defined/experienced/developed  their  own  particular  basis  of  excellence  in  their 
field--results  written  up,  later  in  Japan,  in  12  books  thus  far  (more  books 
forthcoming).  

International Business Program, 
Kansai Gaidai

Adjunct  Professor 
of Business, 1997

(dropped to get time 
for writing books)

I created and taught the following courses:
Creativity and Culture in East Asia
Career and Culture in East Asia
Comparative Selves:  Ego Development Processes in West and East
Social Forms of Technology Compared to Technical Forms of Technology
Complexity Theory Bases of East Asian Management Preferences
Religious Patterning of East Asian Modernity and Pop Cultures

Temple  University,  Executive  
MBA Program

Adjunct  Professor 
of  International 
Management,  
Operations,  
Strategy,  and 
Information 
Systems, 1998

I taught  one course,  writing a 300 page textbook during the course (included in 
Managing Complexity below):

Processware:   The Wedding of Total  Quality and Groupware  Software  Ideas  of 
Process, Lubricated by Arrival of the Internetted Economy

Work:  For Profit Founding of New Business Units/Ventures  
THREE CORPORATIONS; NINE BUSINESS UNITS FOUNDED

Glass Bead Game View: AI software doing TQ, TQ socialware doing AI software, both as cultures interacting
 Xerox  Corporation  and  Xerox 
PARC Liveboard Projects:

Founding Manager 1991,  QSoft,  Venture  business  spin-off--software  that  automatically  converts 
meeting  conversations  to  working  software  applications  described  in  the 
meeting, for use by US government defense agencies--software applications as 
meeting minutes
1990, High Performance Work Center, Xerox PARC’s Richard Bruce partnered 
with us with us furnishing software of his Liveboard product
1989, Taguchi Technology Expert Systems Development Program
1988, Knowledge Based Systems Circles Program.

Coopers & Lybrand: Founding Manager 1987, High Technology Circles Consulting Practice

Electronic Data Systems: Founding Manager 1987, Global CAD\CAM Benchmarking Team Leader
1987, Intelligence Agency Contract Leader--structural cognition methods solving 
long-standing analysis issues
1986, Artificial Intelligence Workshop Fairs--40 expert system projects found, 
defined, spec-ed, funded, staffed in a one day mass workshop event
1986, Artificial Intelligence Applications Group

Summer  Jobs,  in  high  school  
and college part-time job

summer  1964,  65, 
66, 70

Summer 1964, Virginia Institute for Scientific Research, built LISP 1.5 program 
to control crystal making machine;
Summer 1965, Virginia Highway Dept., Bridge Design Division, built Fortran 1 
program that expanded stress integrals of bridge design binomially,  integrated 
them,  keeping  integer  coefficients  so  resulting  series  was  very  simple  and 
accurate. 
Summer,  1966,  wrote  APL star  mapping  program to  automatically  spot  new 
stellar  objects  by  comparing  photo  negatives  of  sky  sections,  automatic 
identification of  stellar  object  coordinates  by recognizing previouslly mapped 
objects.  
1969-71,  part-time  weekends,  I  founded  the  New  England  Children’s 
Imagination Development  Institute,  drawing average  of 42 kids per  weekend, 
Friday pm to Sunday pm, from six states for creativity development curriculum 
that I designed.

Work:  Economic, Political, Cultural, and Technology Development Consultant 
TWELVE ENGAGEMENTS



Glass Bead Game View: mass workshop event design, total quality socialware design, both as fractal  
interfaces 

Self-Employed  Consulting, 
1978-84

Osaka, Chicago,  
and Cincinnati

ｨ applied  total  quality  circles  to  political  re-election  campaigns  1986,  1984  for  Newt 
Gingrich, produced ADAPT manual for mass workshop events for precinct workers doing 
campaign design work 
ｨ taught cognition and research improvement methods to Osaka Univ. researchers who 
later won Mayo Clinic research prizes using those methods
ｨtaught LISP and C+ programming at Matsushita Electric.
ｨ at  Sekisui  composed  general  plastics  industry  10-year  development  plan  for  United 
Nations Consult in Tunisia.
ｨcreated video that updated Procter & Gamble relationship to Walmart and helped prevent 
Japanese entry in P&G’s North American markets.
ｨlaunched re-engineering of Zeneca Pharmaceutical’s North American sales system in 
Chicago district. 

Institute  of  Cultural  Affairs,  
1969-78

Consultant, in  
Boston, 
Chicago,and 
Osaka

It should be noted that I donated $355,000 that I earned to charity during these years.
ｨset up circuits fund raising system in Japan, 2 years, 40 cities per year, $20,000 cash per 
week
ｨ got  portable  mowers  donated  from  Japan  to  New  Village  Movement  in  Korea, 
eliminating hands-and-knees rice harvesting by village women
ｨset up 42 participatory town meetings in Japan
ｨdesigned workshop procedures for 800 person 10-day workshop in Yubari, Hokkaido 
that created 16 venture eco-businesses in two months, including the company that now 
makes Yubari Mellons
ｨdesigned venture language-teaching computer-teaching business, the Global Language 
School
ｨfounded the New England Children’s Institute, teaching 45 children per weekend from 
six states

Citations of My Publishings:  25 Citations, 2 Web Postings of 1 of my Articles
Glass Bead Game View: experiment in net self publishing of academic content, covering 10 fields with 1 article

A Model of 42 Models of  
Creativity

105 lines removed 
from previous 201 
page article on 
creativity models (A 
Garbage Can Model 
of Creativity, the 4  
Cycle Model listed 
below)

I emailed, in 2 months of 2 hours per night work, August/September 2006, 12,000 professors 
PDF copies of my article at left on models of models of creativity, getting: paid speech to 
2000 EDS employees, 2 paid speeches in Korea, 5 paid speeches in China, 2 book chapters 
published,  1 book contract  offerred,  1100 perfunctory “thank you”s,  900 detailed “this  is 
fascinating because” responses.   Emailed to: education, mechanical engineering,  fine arts, 
architecture,  management,  psych,  sociology,  media,  history  and  philosophy  of  science, 
science technology and society departments at world’s top 50 universities in 20 nations

Publishings:  Books  TWO BOOKS
Glass Bead Game View: processware--join TQ & internet “process”, from quality “circles” to software “circles”
Implementing Japanese AI 
Techniques,

McGraw Hill, 1989, 
320 pages (French 
translation in 1992)

--combines  Japanese  total  quality  techniques,  removes  the  statistical  technical 
content  from  them  and  substitutes  advanced  software  techniques,  suggests  AI 
Circles program idea, first implemented in the world later by me at Xerox.
 

Global Quality,

Selected by Purdue Univ. faculty 
as 1 of the best 21 books on 
quality published.

American Society 
for Quality Control 
and Business One 
Irwin (now McGraw 
Hill), 1993, 886 
pages

--total quality theory, combination of advanced software with total quality theory, 
cultural  roots  of  transplanting  total  quality  practices  and  advanced  software 
practices, international management and organizational computing based on Xerox 
PARC partners of my projects at Xerox, and my Sekisui and Matsushita Electric 
work years  earlier  in  Japan.    NOTE:  most  of  the chapters  of  this  book were 
homework assignments of my courses at Univ. of Michigan--I intended to sell my 
homework in this way to pay me back for high tuition costs

Books Written Between 1999 & 2007,  TWELVE BOOKS--16,800 pages: 
Glass Bead Game View:  relational creativity (= excellence science fields), representational creativity (= 60 creativity models) 

the books below used in courses and consults for 1 year or more;
My primary work in these years was writing up results of my University of Chicago Excellence Science 

research project in the form of composing these 12 books = 16,800 pages in 8 years. All the below are sold on 
the web at https://www.youpublish.com/people/1201 (US$100 per book, the books in PDF form)   

Are You Effective?  Towards 
Procedural Literacy--100 
Methods that Everyone Should 
Know = 1000 pages at 400 

written and used with 
classes and consulting 
clients for years, to 
appear on future 
personal website

Licensed to Procter & Gamble Company Far East from 1999 to 2002
Produced  from  my  Orthogonal  Disciplines  Research  Project:  survey  conducted 
while  at  U Chicago  covered  diversity-handling,  effectiveness,  educatedness,  and 
creative traits/approaches etc. of 150 esteemed high performers in US society



words/page

Are You Educated?  48 
Capabilities of Educated People  
in the US and Japan in the 21st  
Century = 1000 pages at 400 
words/page

written and used with 
classes and consulting 
clients for years, to 
appear on future 
personal website

Produced from my Orthogonal Disciplines Research Project.
This book is in transition from 48 points to 64, so the CD version now sold says 64 
points on the cover (listing them) but only 48 are covered in the text body--fully 
revised version with 16 additional chapters will be available early in 2007.

Are You Creative?  128 Steps  
towards Becoming Creative 
from 21 Leading Researchers of  
Creativity = 1000 pages at 400 
words/page

written and used with 
classes and consulting 
clients for years, to 
appear on future 
personal website

Japanese translation by Akemi Tsukui, 2001

Produced from my Orthogonal Disciplines Research Project

Are You Creative?  60 Models of  
Creativity and the 960 Ways to 
Improve Your Creativity that  
They Suggest = 3000 pages at  
400 words/page

written and used with 
classes and consulting 
clients for years, to 
appear on future 
personal website

Parts Licensed to Procter & Gamble Company Far East from 1999 to 2002
Produced from my Orthogonal Disciplines Research Project

Managing Complexity = 2000 
pages at 400 words/page

written and used with 
classes and consulting 
clients for years, to 
appear on future 
personal website

collects all my published articles for the Journal of Policy Studies and combines 
them with my book Emergent Re-Engineering and a few total quality articles I did 
not bother to publish

Theory Power 100 pages at 400 
words/page

written and used with 
classes and consulting 
clients for years, to 
appear on future 
personal website

nine diverse articles step by step transformed into causal path or conceptual models 
as  example  of  good  reading  for  students:   now  a  chapter  in  the  below  book 
Knowledge Epitome

A Science of Excellence:  
Orthogonal Disciplines = 1400 
pages at 400 words/page

written and used with 
classes and consulting 
clients for years, to 
appear on future 
personal website

Produced from my Orthogonal Disciplines Research Project.
54 orthogonal disciplines identified by 315 eminent people (5 in each of 63 widely 
dispersed strata of society, half US, half global), then 150 people eminent in each of 
those 54 orthogonal areas interviewed/surveyed for keys to their success/capability; 
some articles in this book have become books of their own, listed above.  

Knowledge Epitome = 1000 
pages at 400 words/page

just this term being 
used with classes, 
completed this year

a new type of face to face class, updates of college “learning” and “educating” with 
research results, organizing all homework into combinable overall products sold to 
pay student tuition, multi-media assignments for all classes

Super Selling: 16 Principles, 26 
Methods, 33 Cases = 640 pages 
at 400 words/page

just this term being 
used with classes, 
completed this year

principles and methods shared by 150 “super” sellers, interviewed, turned into one 
overall model that is applied to 33 specific sales cases

Taking Place: Creative City 
Theory and Practice = 560 
pages at 400 words/page

just this term being 
used with classes, 
completed this year

three  models  of  64,  128,  and  288  city-fication  functions  that  turn  spaces  and 
geography into human settlements are provided and explained in detail--doing these 
functions attracts global creative elites to a place, doing these is how people “find” 
the urbanity they crave in a city they are in or recently moved to

Books being written in 2007 and 2008 SIX BOOKS
Glass Bead Game View: invent Excellence science by writing books for each of 54 orthogonal fields  

determining who rises to the top of traditional fields
Powers from Brain Training= 
approx. 3000 pages at 400 
words/page

book not completed
(this is a bridge book 
from high school 
mindsets to what all 
my other books 
require)

Introduction to 15 Sources of Brain Power:  50 types of mind; 25 trainable brain 
modules; 25 mind extensions; structural cognition: 25 inputs, 25 regularizations, 25 
outputs; 25 powers of theory;  25 forms of reflection;  25 bases of happiness;  25 
types of social automaton; 25 methods of evidence based living; 25 traits of highly 
interesting  careers;  25  powers  of  culture;  25  powerful  theories;  25  design 
approaches and new design endpoints; used to prepare underclassmen for my other 
books

Art Power:  Weaponizing the 
Arts

book outlined but 
not started

64 functions that  all  arts  accomplish in society,  eroded by monopoly of arts  by 
central broadcast industries

BioLogics: 83 Emerging 
Systems Biology Computation 
Types = approx. 3000 pages at  
400 words/page

1200 pages written, 
book not completed

83 new forms of social, mental, biologic, machine computation emerging from the 
interactions of all existing such computation forms; 1660 discrete new system ideas 
from biologic phenomena now entering other sciences, engineering disciplines, and 
social science fields



Managing by Events book outlined but 
not started

design  of  mass  workshop  events  to  deliver  managing  functions  traditionally 
delivered by elite special social class of “managers”, in inventory of expensive, self 
exaggerating people

Science as Religion--from Faith 
Based Living to Evidence Based 
Living, 1000 pages at 400 
words/page

book not completed the  same  transformation--from  being  something  to  having  it--permeates 
character/personality  growth  processes  and religious  traditions = religion is  how 
psychology was done before modern research processes = science has become the 
current  modern global  ecologic  evidence-based religion so what  is  its  emotional 
appeal locally?

Culture Powers, 1000 pages at  
400 words/page

book not completed a ten fractal  model  of  culture  as  operators  applied  to  culture  spaces  to  produce 
unconsciously shared routines = powers; used to understand and assess gender, era, 
profession, family, nation, business practice, organization cultures

Managing Self, 1500 pages 
completed as of Jan. 2009

1500 pages done 
now

128 chapters on managing self, career, the culture that any self is, managing groups 
of  selves  and  selves  in  groups,  making  selves/careers/lives/meetings/worlds 
creative.  Showing that embedded in religious practices are powerful practical self 
growth  and  management  methods  that  can  be  brought  out  of  magical  religious 
contexts and thereby improved in power and effectiveness for enhancing lives and 
reducing conflicts and culture bigotries caused by existing organized religious belief 
and social systems. Seeing cultures as selves (apologies,  embarrassments,  prides) 
allows  conflicts  like  Isreal  Palestine  to  be  resolved  where  rational  utility  and 
lifestyle economic development “bribes” fail as policies.  

Publishings:  Book Chapters  SIX CHAPTERS
Glass Bead Game View: total quality social forms are what software needs to support and what 

needs to create software
Von  planmassiger  zu 
eigendynamischer 
organisatorischer 
Veranderung. 

Translated  into 
German  by  Michael 
Nippa as Chapter 3 in 
Implementierungs-
Management,  by 
Gabler, 1997.

Self organizing system approach to re-engineering

Re-engineering:  How to do it  
with  Quality  in  Academia 
and Elsewhere

Chapter in Roberts 
Total Quality in 
Higher Education,  
American Society of 
Quality Control p. 
483-506; 1995

differences between re-engineering, downsizing, and total quality modeled as them 
being 3 different directions of applying the same set of principles--processware

Re-engineering as Hell Itself:  
The  Origin  and  Destiny  of  
Re-engineering

Christianson, ed. Re-
engineering Handbook 
by International 
Engineering Society p. 
68-84; 1995

the 8 year  cycle  of  new products/ideas  to sell  of  the global  business  consulting 
industry derationalizing organization work by selling against ideas they just finished 
promoting for 8 years.  

Towards  a  Software 
Architecture to Support Total  
Quality  Forms  of  Corporate  
Organization

Stoddard, Milne, Finn 
eds, Handbook of 
Artificial Intelligence 
by McGraw Hill, p. 
467-487; 1991

software automation of internationally uncompetitive business practices  produces 
fast, easy failure not success--alternatives based on total quality transformation of 
processes first, then technology automation of components of that improved version 
of things

Learning, Empowerment, and 
Participative Work Process

Leymann, Kornbluh 
eds, Socialization and 
Learning at Work by 
Avebury Press, p. 
256-274, 1988

Co-written with Hy Kornbluh

understanding organization forms as particular curriculums that “teach” the people 
things unwittingly

Software Nisenfeld and Davis, 
eds, Artificial 
Intelligence 
Handbook, vol. 1, p. 
55-68, 1988

summary of all forms of Artificial Intelligence software as a repertoire for industries 
to choose from

Publishings:  Journal Articles  TEN ARTICLES
Glass Bead Game View: complexity theory applied to policy, quality, software, and research

A Garbage Can Model of  
Creativity--the Four Cycle Model,

 Kwansei Gakuin 
Journal of Policy 
Studies, No. 11, 
September 2001, p. 
1-204

Model of 42 models of creativity from research literature and 7 models of my own 
invention, used for create 44 page creativity questionnaire, translated into Japanese 
for use in both the US and Japan.  



Leveraging Diversity, Kwansei  Gakuin 
Journal  of  Policy 
Studies, No. 9, March 
2000, p. 69-130

Results of 150 people interviewed while at  U Chicago,  about diversity handling 
approaches they personally used or observed effectively used by others. 

The Selection Automaton Model of  
Creativity, Applied to Culturing 
Creativity in East Asia--50 
Interviews Refine Hypotheses about  
Culture Impacts on the Insight  
Process;

Kwansei  Gakuin 
Journal  of  Policy 
Studies,  No.8,  Fall, 
1999, p. 45-98

Complexity  theory  of  creativity  seeing  insights  as  non-linear  system  avalanche 
events.  

Establishing Customer 
Requirements in Multi-Sector 
Coastal Policy-Making, Towards 
Global Quality Coastal Zones,

Kwansei  Gakuin 
Journal  of  Policy 
Studies, No. 7, March, 
1999, p. 109-137

Advanced  (secret  corporate)  customer  requirements  gathering  techniques, 
questionless  questionnaires,  applied  to  customers  of  coastal  policy--a  proposal, 
presented at conference at Murdoch U. in Perth, Australia, jointly sponsored with 
Kwansei Gakuin U.’s Dept. of Policy Studies.

 Community Culture Invention--
Instant Self Anthropology Using 
Community Quality Cabarets,

Traditional  Marine 
Resource Management 
&  Knowledge,   No. 
10, Feb. 1999, p 13-23

Community Quality Cabaret  technique for participatory invention of new arts to 
help communities transition traditions into formats fostering good futures, reported 
application in Majuro.

A Categorical Model of General 
Empirical Computation, Toward a 
Theory of Such Computation with 
Policy and Organizational Learning 
Implications,

Kwansei  Gakuin 
Journal  of  Policy 
Studies,  No.  6, 
October,  1998,  p. 
21-61

Modeling 54 forms of computation invented by allowing 3 poles to interact--social 
computation, biologic computation, machine computation.  

Gathering Customer Requirements 
of Public Sector Services Using 
Questionless Questionnaires--
Automating Policy-Making and 
Leadership in Customer-Driven 
Democracies

Kwansei  Gakuin 
Journal  of  Policy 
Studies, No. 5. March, 
1998, p. 7-44

Step  by  step  description  of  advanced  (secret  corporate)  customer  requirements 
gathering technique and how to apply it to policy making.

What Complexity Theory Can 
Contribute to Three Japanese 
Policy Issues:  Internationally  
Competitive--Higher Education,  
Venture Business, and De-
regulation. 

Kwansei  Gakuin 
Journal  of  Policy 
Studies,  No.  4, 
September,  1997,  p. 
13-48

Re-framing well known Japanese policy issues in complexity theory terms.  

The Social Cellular Automata 
Process:  Applying Complexity  
Theory to Improve the Movement 
Building Aspects of Management.

Kwansei  Gakuin 
Journal  of  Policy 
Studies, No. 3, March, 
1997, p. 1-35

NOTE:  see note below for “Toward Total Quality Political...”
Derivation of a Social Cellular Automaton Process for managing people by tuning 
interactions of populations of them arranged in social automata formats.

Evolutionary Engineering:  
Designing Systems that Self-
Consciously Evolve--The Defining 
Skill of Human Ecologists.

Kwansei 
GakuinJournal of 
Policy Studies, No. 2, 
September, 1996, p. 
129-168

21 particular  differences  in the skills  required  for designing mechanical  systems 
versus the skills required for designing self consciously evolving systems, that is, 
human systems

Toward Total Quality Political 
Election Campaigns:  the Case of  
Newt Gingrich’s 1984 Re-Election.

Kwansei  Gakuin 
Journal  of  Policy 
Studies, No. 1, March 
1996, p. 1-23

NOTE:  an expanded version of this appears later as “The Social Cellular Automata 
Process:... “ Journal of Policy Studies, No. 3, March, 1997

 Industry Methods Applied to  
Universities:  Total Quality Applied 
to Research Universities,

Kwansei  Gakuin 
University,  Annual 
Studies,  Vol.  XLIV,  
1995, p. 241-285

NOTE:  merely compresses  my U of  Michigan  dissertation for  Phd degree  into 
fewer pages for journal size publishing--no new content beyond that dissertation

Conference Presentations  TWENTY SIX PRESENTATIONS
Glass Bead Game View: complexity theory based new form of total quality as “global quality” 

introducing social automata interpretations of Japanese attainments & US software attainments
Refounding Total Quality:  from 
Systems Sense Basis to  
Complexity Theory Basis, from 
Hardware Basis to Software 
Basis

Third International 
Quality Congress, 
Yokohama,  8 
pages, 2000

Total quality was founded originally in mid-20th century on a system science basis, 
emphasized  by  Juran  and  Deming,  Kano  and  Ishikawa.   That  is  now  dated 
intellectually and practically.  Its concepts and methods can be usefully replaced by 
corresponding ones from complexity theory of non-linear system dynamics.  

Does Japanese Culture Hinder 
or Enable Creativity--Culture 
Impacts on Steps in the Insight  
Process.

Presented at the Pan 
Pacific Business 
Association 
Conference, Fiji, 

A 25 step matrix of alternating bands of engagement and detachment in any insight 
process is examined with respect to interactions with aspects from a formal model 
of  nine  models  of  Japan’s  culture.    Predicted  helps  and  hindrances  for  insight 
process substeps and results are made and compared to interview results.  



May 1999

Monastic Management: An 
Issue Preventing Goal of  
Governing Discovered in Japan 
by a Participatory Town 
Meeting Program. 

The Asiatic  Society 
of Japan, 1998

A Buddhist “no mind” “mu ge” consciousness as a goal of governing in Japan is 
revealed  via  complaints  from  Japanese  participants  about  a  participatory  town 
meeting program implemented in 42 Japanese towns, firms, and social clubs.  

Attaining Both High 
Performance and Total Quality  
Performance by Applying 
Control Point Theory

Non-Financial 
Measures  of 
Performance 
Conference, 
Chicago, 1998

Control point theory and Managing by Signal are two total quality off-shoots that 
can be used to guide human computer interface development in internet groupware 
computing systems.  

Self Emergence Phenomena in  
East Asian and Japanese 
Policy--Where Bottom Up Meets  
Top Down. 

Proceedings, Pan 
Pacific Conference 
XV, June, 1998.  

Traditional Japanese and other tribal management systems are emergent in ways 
touted  by  recent  complexity  theory.    Does  that  emergent  aspect  makes  them 
effective or ineffective?   This paper examines that question.  

Oriental Avalanches, Butterflies,  
and Fractals--Can Japan and 
East Asia Achieve  
Competitiveness in Higher 
Education, Business Venturing,  
and De-regulation Using 
Complexity Theory. 

Best Paper 
Proceedings, 
Association of 
Japanese Business 
Studies, 11th 
Annual Meeting, 
May 28-31, 1998. 

The complexity theory framing of  three  major  issues  in  Japan is  done here,  re-
expressing  the  details  of  these  issues  in  terms  of  non-linear  system  dynamics 
phenomena.   Insights from complexity theory for handling well these issues result.  

Management as Self Emergent  
Movement Building and Global 
Quality--Some Japan-Created 
Revolutions in Global Business 
Practice that Challenge 
Fundamental Business Practices  
in Japan and Elsewhere.

Best  Paper 
Proceedings,  the 
Association  of 
Japanese  Business 
Studies,  9th Annual 
Meeting,  June, 
1996.

Concern  with  quality  of  production  created  the  total  quality  movement,  just  as 
concern  with  quality  of  the  earth  created  the  environment  movement.   We can 
identify  at  least  eight  other  global  movements  current  today  that  each  concern 
themselves  with  one  particular  type  of  quality,  either  ignoring  other  types  or 
competitively putting them down in an effort  to  win competitions  for  attention, 
press  coverage,  funding,  and  policy-maker  attention.   A  new  movement  of 
movements, a Global quality movement, global in 2 ways--type of quality, all of the 
earth--is suggested as solution.  

Management as Self Emergent  
Movement Building. 

Proceedings,  Pan 
Pacific  Conference 
XIII, May, 1996.

Welch at GE launched four distinct movements across that large company,  each 
movement eliciting volunteers,  equipping them with measures  and methods,  and 
formulating them in local chapter organizations.   The similarity of recent business 
management to old social activist movement building regimes is explored in detail.  

Industry Methods Applied to 
Universities--Total Quality  
Applied to Research  
Universities. 

Kwansei  Gakuin 
University,  Annual 
Studies, Vol. XLIV, 
1995.  

The application of total  quality methods, invented in and for industry,  to highly 
professional types of work, university professors in this case,  is examined, using 
data from quality training for one week by Xerox of 150 leading deans and faculty 
from Carnegie Mellon University.   What interacts with what in TQ and faculty was 
found.  

An Agency that Works Well Harkniss  Fellows 
conference,  Harris 
School  of  Policy 
Studies,  U  of 
Chicago, 1994

There  are  ten  distinct  types  of  change  agent  approaches  to  changing  large 
organizations in the research literature.    This presentation summarizes them and 
shows how they can be combined usefully in actual cases.  

The Relation Between Total  
Quality, Down-sizing, and Re-
engineering

U  of  Illinois 
Conference on Total 
Quality  in  Higher 
Education,  Chicago, 
1994

These three distinct movements in business can be better understood as one body of 
processware principles applied in three different directions, for total quality, down-
sizing, and re-engineering.  

Software Quality--Can 
Manufacturing Bring the 
Quality Movement to Software 
Development

TARGET, 10 pages, 
1992

Software is spec-ed and developed without regard for total quality principles.  This 
presentation presents procedures for spec-ing software features using total quality 
methods and developing software using total quality methods.  

The Edge of field in Quality  
Application in Industry:  One 
Example--Xerox’s High 
Performance Work System

First Annual 
Document 
Symposium 
Proceedings, Xerox, 
6 pages, 1992

Both advanced software and total quality have emphasized seeing all of work as 
processes and process architectures.   A single system that supports total quality 
renditions of work processes with software features designed to optimize process 
quality is described and applications of it at Xerox mentioned.  



Knowledge Modeling as Nine 
Translations for AI System 
Building and Learning in  
General

Proceedings  of  6th 
International  PEG 
Conference,  17 
pages, 1991

Modeling knowledge is muddied quite a bit in theory and practice because of lack 
of sensitivity to different ways of formatting the same knowledge inside people’s 
minds and in document systems.   A model of building AI systems by translating 
across different knowledge formats is presented along with actual case results.  

High Technology Circles, A 
Total Quality System for 
Delivering Technology to Total  
Quality Workforces

Proceedings  of  6th 
International  PEG 
Conference, 1991

What  if  quality  circles  traditionally  using  statistics  technology  were  revised  to 
instead  use  artificial  intelligence  software  types:   objectware,  neural  nets, 
populations of agents, genetic algorithms, immune algorithms, and the like?   

Quality Integrated 
Manufacturing--Advanced  
Software as Business Process  
Change Agent

Engineering Society 
of  Detroit  Monthly, 
1 page, 1989

Social and technical ways to integrate people both exist and compete.   However, 
technology  companies  exclude  social  integration  means  and  organizational 
consultants slight technical integration means.   A way to blend both is presented.  

AI Circles--Towards Total  
Quality Delivery of High 
Technology

Proceedings, 
International 
Congress  on 
Technology  and 
Technology 
Exchange,  3  pages, 
1989

Explanation of what features of Japanese quality circles have to be modified if such 
circles are to support advanced software development not statistical analysis of 
work problems.  

A New Software Paradigm--
Total Quality Software and 
Software for Total Quality

Proceedings, 
International 
Congress  on 
Technology  and 
Technology 
Exchange,  4  pages, 
1989

Examination of total quality ways of specifying and developing software and 
advanced software ways of specifying and developing total quality work processes. 

Managing Total Quality  
Approaches--Ordering the 
Quality Chaos Using a New 
Total Quality Paradigm of  
Doing Business

Proceedings, 
International 
Congress  on 
Technology  and 
Technology 
Exchange,  7  pages, 
1989

Models of 24 diverse approaches to total quality organized as six sets of four, each 
set pursuing one overall type of workplace transformation.   Evolutionary direction 
among these models is also presented with case examples of those following the 
recommended direction and those failing to follow and the problems they had.  

Japanese Techniques of  
Delivering High Technologies to 
the American Workplace--A 
Case Study of Artificial  
Intelligence

Proceedings, 
International 
Congress  on 
Technology  and 
Technology 
Exchange,  8  pages, 
1989

Examination of Japanese techniques, beyond quality circles, that can be modified 
for delivering high technologies to large workplaces--quality function deployment, 
policy deployment.  

What Software AI Analysts can 
Help Human Analysts Spot,  
Analyze, Put Together

Defense Intelligence 
Conference  on 
Artificial 
Intelligence,  1986, 
Arlington, VA. 

Kinds of discourse analysis, conversation analysis, statistical correlation 
interpretation analysis, time series of sequences of human actions extrapolations 
that software can find and test and specify and describe, for human analysts to 
finalize and judge.  

Object Oriented Social Systems 
with Object Oriented Software 
Systems

OOPSLA86, Miami, 
1986

Examination of what object oriented software systems cannot do but that object 
oriented social systems can do.  

Automatic Generation of  
Software from Human 
Conversation

Univ.  of  Texas,  C3 
Institute,  Andy 
Whinston,  Chair, 
1986

Description of design principles for EDS system to have software support semi-
structured meeting conversations such that minutes of such meetings are fully 
executable software code implementing functions specified in the conversations.  

Software Forms of Japanese 
Social Techniques

Yankee  Group 
Annual  Technology 
Review, 1986

Description of several Japanese management and production methods and ways to 
achieve the same or similar functions using advanced software running on 
networked computers within and between companies.  

Use of an Entire Workforce as 
Computer

WORK  WITH 
DISPLAY  UNITS 
’86,  Knave  and 
Wideback  eds, 
North-Holland,  5 
pages, 1986

Presentation of a model of workforces as large parallel array computers wherein the 
central processing units in the array are individual humans or human groups. 
Algorithms used in parallel machine computing are examined for their relevance to 
human organization design and management and management regimes from human 
organizations are suggested for use in machine computing.  

Macro-signatures:  The Mind’s  
Knowledge Organization’s 
Fingerprint

Third  International 
Conference  on 
Thinking, Hawaii, 8 
pages, 1986

Diagrams of text macro-structures of theme nodes, built by my structural reading 
methods, have numerous uses as meaning indexes, and as indicators of how 
knowledge is organized in human minds.  

Journal Papers: forthcoming  SEVENTEEN ARTICLES



All from the Excellence Science Research Project

Glass Bead Game View:  Articles on each of 54 Orthogonal Fields Crossing Traditional Fields
5 people in each of 63 dispersed strata of society (= 315 total), half US, half global, nominated capabilities that made people rise to the 
top  in  their  own stratum.   54  such  capability  areas  were  nominated  by  these  315  people.   Then 150 people  in  each  of  the  54 
“orthogonal” areas were nominated by these 315, and interviewed/surveyed for their key capabilities and how/why they rose to the 
top in their traditional discipline.   Their answers were used to form categorical models, presented in the articles below, and turned, 
after years of use with classes and consults, after enhancement from relevant research literature models, into books above.   

Orthogonal Disciplines:  
Towards a Science of  
Excellence--54 Fields

PUBLISHED 2008 54 fields of capability responsible for why high performers in traditional 
disciplines rose to the top in their discipline

Educatedness: 48 Capabilities  
of Highly Educated-Acting 
People

PUBLISHED 2008 A model of 48 capabilities shared by highly educated-acting people 
derived from a stratified sample of high performers in 63 parts of US society and from review 
of 1755 books.  

Effectiveness: 32 Capabilities & 
96 Methods of Highly Effective  
People 

PUBLISHED 2008 A model of  32 capabilities, 96 methods, and 288 functions derived from 
a stratified sample of high performer people in 63 parts of US society and from review of 
1755 books.  

Creativity: 64 Steps to  
Becoming Creative and 64 Steps  
to Creating

A model of 64 steps to becoming creative joined with a model of 64 steps to creating derived 
from a stratified sample of 63 parts of US society and review of 1755 books.

60 Models of Creativity PUBLISHED 2008 A model of 60 different models of what creating is derived from a 
stratified sample of creators nominated by high performers in 63 parts of US society and from 
review of 1755 books.  

A Creativity Checklist: 20 
Models 1500 Items

PUBLISHED 2009 A succinct way to evaluate creative works, persons, and organizations 
from the perspective of the 64 to 256 constructs of 20 different models of creativity

Quality: 64 Globalization of  
One Body of Knowledge that  
Could Improve Impacts of Other  
Bodies of Knowledge

PUBLISHED 2009 A review of the evolution of handling of quality constructs during the 
history of the total quality movement and generalization of those operators on quality 
knowledge to apply them to other bodies of knowledge to obtain similar global result 
impacts.

64 Purposes of Arts Derived  
from Response Protocols to a 
Diverse Repertoire of Works  
and Art-Encounter Stories

PUBLISHED 2009 A model of 64 purposes that art performs in pre-industrial societies but 
which functions are going undone in industrial societies because of centralization of art in 
professional industries after profit, stripping ordinary lives of chances to perform; derived 
from a stratified sample of high performer consumers of art in 63 parts of US society and 
from another sample of 63 different types of artist, plus review of 1755 books. 

Leadership: 64 Basic Functions,  
36 Levels, 15 Domains--To 
Enable Just-in-Time Delivery of  
Managing Functions without  
Using a Fixed Inventory  
(Specially Designated Social  
Class called) “Managers”

PUBLISHED 2009 A model of 64 functions of leading and managing derived from a 
stratified sample of high performers in 63 parts of US society and from review of 1755 
books.  

Computer Fractality: 16 Forms 
of Bushyness in Systems and 
Tools to Prevent Generating 
Such Bushyness to Replace Ever  
More Complex and Unsatisfying 
“Search” Engines

60 years ago computer science started out with garbage in garbage out.   Now the world wide 
web generates ever more unstructured bushyness of link patterns, menu lists, and the like. 
To find things in this mess we erect giant search engines.   A smaller investment in tools for 
inputting less bushy things would allow much smaller and more semantically smart searches. 
Prose as a bad interface inspiring low levels of computer interface is examined as a causative 
factor.  

Fractals for Managing by 
Events: 42 Fractals

Regularized fractal interfaces, replacing prose, menus, and other bushy interfaces are 
introduced and entirely new kinds of mass invention and mass learning events they enable are 
described both in theory and with practice examples.

Event Theory for Managing by 
Events: 42 Dimensions

42 theories that intersect to enable invention of an entirely new form of social organization of 
people at work--social automatons in mass workshop events--are described and how they 
enable this new form of organization is laid out in detail, along with practical case examples. 

Structural Cognition: 60 Skills  
from Experts

The expert novice differences literature in computer science found ordinary mental operators 
being applied to 60 or 100 ideas at a time in experts but being applied to 5 to 10 at a time in 
novices and non-experts.   Tools from over 30 diverse domains for doing this from experts 
are formed into an overall cognitive model with a hypothesis of the neural basis of a globally 
relevant overall form of conscious organization of mental contents suggested.   



Informative Video:  64 
Functions

Close your eyes and thusly “watch” nearly all videos and documentaries and you will get 
over 97% of their idea contents--the video part is not being used to convey information but to 
decorate.   To fix this, research literatures are surveyed finding 64 functions of information 
conveyance better done by video than oral talk.   A new form of video that incorporates most 
or nearly all of them is suggested and examples described.  

Interesting Careers: 128 
Dynamics

150 people nominated as having interesting careers were compared with 150 successful 
people and differences noted, grouped into a categorical model of dynamics found in 
interesting careers but not always in successful ones.   

Powers of Culture: 9 A 9 part cognitive, tacit procedural unconsciously-acquired-contents model of culture is built 
that explains well 9 distinct powers that cultures have to help and hurt human affairs.   

Fractal Models of Culture: 384 
Dimensions

Each of the 9 parts of culture in the model above are elaborated via regularized fractal models 
of their distinct contents--allowing assessment and diagnosis work based on that model to be 
done.  

Publishings:  Articles (Non-Journal)  FOUR ARTICLES
Glass Bead Game View: total quality knowledge and invention processes

The Physical City, Event City,  
and Virtual City, and Their 
Inter-relations

Sanda City Study 
Research Report, 
France Bed 
Foundation, 1997

Examines survey results from Sanda, Japan showing strong demand for both event 
city and virtual city information, indicating that virtual internet city functions alone, 
without event support will probably fail.   

The Story of Three Companies:  
Which is Doing Re-engineering

Univ. of Chicago, 
Executive 
Newsletter, 1995

Different conflicting definitions of re-engineering examined against actual cases to 
find which definition is most valid and useful.  

Total Quality Knowledge 
Processes for Research  
Organizations

Procter and Gamble 
Quality Newsletter, 
3 pages, 1993

Examination of the cognitive mental processes essential to research organizations 
and how total quality can improve each.  

The Edge of field in Quality  
Application in Industry:  One 
Example--Xerox’s High 
Performance Work System

First Annual 
Document 
Symposium 
Proceedings, Xerox, 
6 pages, 1992

Description of the goals, results, and design of Xerox’s High Performance Work 
System, including it ability to coach groups through designing their own work 
process automation software application.   

Professional Society Memberships (all every 4th year to save membership fees)  
Association for Computing 
Machinery, ACM, USA

IEEE, Software, USA

Academy of Management, USA

Association of Japanese 
Business Studies, Japan and 
USA

American Association for Study 
of Higher Education ASHE, 
USA

American Society for Quality 
Control, USA

American Psychology 
Association, USA

Society for Cognitive Science, 
Australia

Inventions  FOURTEEN 
Glass Bead Game View:  structural cognition enhancements of inter-application of US software with Japan’s quality



Structural Reading my unpublished 200 
page book on it in 
1977, example of 
Hamlet published in 
my book Global 
Quality, 1993

Text divided into basic units, units group by shared Item, groups named, groups grouped by 
same Item,  supergroups  named,  till  overall  name of  article  is  obtained;  varieties:   topic, 
function, topic of topic, propositional, assumption, demystifications, emotional impact, reader 
response, imagery.   Application by US intelligence agencies in 1986.

Expert structural readings by me and my students will soon be published on a new Internet 
site being composed in 2003-4.

Fractal Software Interface being demonstrated 
in new internet 
homepage 2004

Transforms  mousing into phone number  dialing of  any repeatedly used function;  muscle 
motion  memory  used  for  fast  recall  of  any  of  7000  functions  in  common  software  or 
interfaces, branch factor (choice branches) at all points in interface are the same number and 
ordered by the same principle at all levels in the choice hierarchy; patent being applied for in 
US.  General Dynamics bought this technology for jet fighter interface development in 1987.

Artificial Intelligence Circles world’s first 
implementation, 
Xerox, 1988

Described first in my book Implementing Japanese AI Techniques, 1989, applied first by me 
at Xerox in 1988 (to impress Baldridge Award quality examiners with circles for advanced 
software distribution.  The Award was won after examiners visited our circles.  

Fractal Concept Models published in my 
book Global 
Quality, 1993

Similar to traditional buddhist Mandalas, regular branch factor and ordering principle at all 
levels and all categories at any one level allow people to remember and reproduce 64 ideas as 
quickly and well as they now remember and reproduce 8 to 10 ideas

Automatic Conversion of 
Conversations into Working 
Software Processes

world’s first such 
facility demo-ed at 
Xerox’s First 
Annual Document 
Symposium by my 
High Performance 
Work Group, 1992; 

Semi-structured  meeting  protocols,  as  a  repertoire,  chosen  from  by  participants,  with 
software  that  converts  answers  to  each  “item”  of  a  protocol  into proper  specification  of 
working software feature; optional next protocols and necessary next protocols suggested to 
meeting  participants--minutes  of  such  meetings  are  working  software  embodying  what 
participants described as functions/results wanted and data-sources/live-overviews available. 
System specification published in Business Plan for  the High Performance Work System, 
1992, Xerox.  This technology became the basis of Qsoft venture spin off. 

64 Question Finding Approaches 
from creativity research

first published in my 
book Are You 
Creative?  60 
Models... in 2002

In 1999, Procter and Gamble paid $25,000 for the rights to license this material for 3 years, 
as unlimited access internet site license.  A copy of the contract is available for inspection.

Software for rapid creation of 
Fractal Concept Models, using 
Microsoft Excel

being 
composed/tested in 
2003/4 for sale 
globally in late 2004

Developed by Greene Seminar OB/OG students in Virtual Venture that works only 4 hours a 
week maximum.   First commercial version expected in late 2004, testing by Greene Seminar 
students in Fall 2004.  Patent being sought in the US.  Includes easy software conducting of 
certain, at the moment proprietary, operations on such models.    

Expert Structural Readings 
publishing industry

an entire new form 
of publishing, being 
demonstrated in 
new internet 
homepage in 2004 

The ability for individual people or groups to publish particular readings they make of text 
material, compare those readings with past ones they made or readings of others, and ability 
to measure exactly the relative quality,  imaginativeness,  and accuracy of such readings is 
realized in this technology.  Legal protections for this new form of publishing industry are 
being investigated by the US’s leading single intellectual property lawyer in 2003-4.  

Cognitive Decor for Visual 
Communication of Information

system designed, 1st 
demo in 2005; 
patent protection 
being sought in 
2004.

If  you  close  your  eyes,  these  days,  you  get  90%+  of  the  information  content  of  any 
documentary or cable TV information program (including DVD courseware).  In other words 
the video parts are conveying extremely little information (most video footage is filler to 
accompany much more important wording).   A new form of video, punctuated visually with 
visually delivered tools designed to engage particular cognitive  functions in the mind has 
been invented and will be demonstrated in early 2005 as working courseware for one of my 
books.   Experiments to establish effectiveness of the approach will be conducted in 2005.  

Political Campaign Quality 
Circles

applied for 1984, 86 
re-election 
campaigns of Newt 
Gingrich, booklet 
designed and used 
thereafter

Combined total quality circles with usual precinct worker election tasks with mass workshop 
events from my invention Managing by Events.   The result was a 600 person mass workshop 
event of precinct workers following workbook design protocols from world experts to design 
themselves  every  strategy,  budget,  task,  and  aspect  of  the  coming  political  re-election 
campaign.   This was the world’s first actual application of Japanese quality circle techniques 
to political election campaigns.  

Social Index Measurement applied to Zeneca 
sales region 
physician 
customers, 1993

Measures of how many needs, capabilities, and interests of people around them/contacting 
them were made and correlated with particular types of sales approach so as to tailor sales 
method  for  social  embeddedness  degree  of  physician  customers.   World’s  first  general 
measure  of  social  embeddedness  degree  having  easy  application  and  clear  results 
interpretation.  

Managing by Events applied in 1978 in 
Kobe, Japan to 
create 400 person 
International Town 
Meeting; later 
copied by Osaka as 

A  way  of  delivering  managing  functions  without  a  designated  special  social  class  of 
“managers” sitting around as an expensive fixed inventory, performing managing functions 
when they are not needed and missing needed functions.   Clear criteria for when, how much, 
of what, managing function is needed were developed and delivered by regular assessment 
events.   When  such  events  showed  other  particular  managing  functions  were  needed, 
particular mass workshop events, from a repertoire, were held, getting dozens or hundreds of 
people in a few hours or days to do work otherwise taking special staffs months or years.  



7 Women’s Forums

Social Automata and Social 
Automata Leadership

Model applied by 
Greene Seminar 
students in cross-
college policy event

This is a 16 function model of how to design “emergents”.  Cellular arrays of humans, with 
defined  mental  processes  assigned  to  each  abstract  “neighborhood”,  sequentially  process 
inputs,  generating  outputs  at  2  minute  intervals.    Editing,  feedback,  and  neighborhood 
switching  “managing”  functions  are  assigned  to  certain  abstract  neighborhoods  to 
continuously improve and tune performance of the social automaton.   

Total Quality Software 
Specification

used to build a 
Taguchi Technology 
Development 
System at Xerox, 
1992

By requiring that all features of a software application address particular root causes of why 
traits of outputs of a work process dissatisfy customers,  and by requiring that both social 
changes  and  software  features  in  tandems  address  each  such  root  cause,  a  tremendous 
increase in system impact on actual performance is attained.   Unrealistic dependency on pure 
technology  to  improve  things  and  ineffective  packing  of  “want  to  have”  features  into 
applications instead of and obfuscating need-to-have features are reduced or eliminated.  

Teaching Innovations  THREE MATERIALS
Glass Bead Game View: mass workshops--based on social automaton micro-organization layer 

based on reading cognition discipline--replacing lectures & throw-away homework
method-based lecture courses

Material: Course notes for Joho
System Ron and Kokusai Kigyo
Soshiki Ron

Joho System Ron & 
Kokusai Kigyo 
Soshiki Ron courses 
use this method

Abstract models from readings are transformed into procedure protocols students apply to 
cases.  Classes consist of 15 minute explanation of last week’s case, 15 explanation of this 
week’s theory and its derived method, student teams then apply the method to this week’s 
case, working in class for 40 minutes and finishing outside of class as homework, in addition 
they each individually apply the same method to a different case as individual homework.  A 
book of all cases and methods for 16 weeks of both courses is available from the COOP. 

masters and/or phd reading 
process

Material:  1600 book reading list 
with reading instructions for 
masters and Phd. students

used with master’s 
advisees in 2003

A reading list  of  1600 recent books  I  have  read,  divided into 256 categories  is  given  to 
masters and/or Phd students.   Students read one book a week from that list for 2 years plus 1 
research journal a week for 2 years.  Each week students structurally read (see inventions 
above) 2 chapters from that week’s book plus 1 research journal article, producing diagrams 
of 100 main points for each chapter and article.   Once a month such students attend a joint 
seminar presenting their reading diagrams.   Establishing this discipline of reading in students 
greatly expands courses they can teach, and quality of research they decide to undertake.   I 
did not know this discipline was realistic and possible until two students tried it this year and 
did fine.  The entire list of readings plus instructions is printed and available to anyone.  

recipe based undergrad seminar

Material:  handout with 16 a3 
pages of instructions for each of 
6 major projects

experiment in fall 
2003

Six  major  activities  for  18  months  of  my  seminar  were  selected  by  me  and  weekly 
instructions for each written down.   Students choose 2 of those activities for Fall of first 
year, 2 for Summer of second year, and 2 for Fall of second year.  Different teams for each of 
the 2 are used simultaneously.   Weekly outputs from both sets of teams are required and 
checked  in  class.    Self  management,  presentation,  group  dynamics,  event  design,  job 
hunting, data collecting, data analysis, art performing, and career design skills are developed 
in doing this work.  The complete instructions are printed and available to anyone interested.  

Honor and Awards  FIVE HONORS
Glass Bead Game View: highly visible work from crossing domains, being “un-narrow”, and from 

(regular fractal) models simultaneously comprehensive and of extreme detail and depth
Lecturer at University of 
Chicago, Grad School of 
Business for 5 years

They phoned me 
about this position--
I did not apply.

I sent the manuscript of my book Global Quality to the ASCQ Press and some months later a 
dean at U of Chicago phoned me late a night asking if I was the author of that book.   He then 
offered me a job, which I declined due to poor salaries in academia.   Some months later he 
phoned again, having solved the salary problem for me, and I accepted.  

My book Global Quality was 
chosen as an Excellence 21 
member, that is, 1 of the 21 best 
books on quality

Selected by Purdue 
University faculty

See their Excellence 21 homepage

My group’s High Performance 
Work System selected as lead 
off 1st presentation of Xerox’s 
First Annual Document 
Symposium by the CEO 
personally

Selected by Xerox’s 
CEO

Partnered  with  Xerox  PARC’s  Richard  Bruce  in  porting  our  software  to  his  Liveboard 
product.  



Flown by Chairman of EDS in 
his private plane by his private 
secretary to Washington DC

Selected to lead 
presentation to US 
Intelligence 
agencies

Solved long-standing analytic problem with simple language technique.  

Special Mention in the Baldridge 
Award citation to Xerox  of my 
AI Circles Program

AI Circles were set 
up specifically in 
order to impress 
Baldridge Award 
examiners.

We were the first application in the world of AI Circles

First Wellesley College student 
accepted for practice teaching at 
Weston Public Schools (where 
Harvard and MIT faculty send their 
kids)

Bruce MacDonald, 
head of english for the 
school district made 
this exception.

My English and my lab on language acquisition problems of young children influenced him.  

Education Experiences
Glass Bead Game View: spot neuroses and areas of decline of my own civilization and fix them

Public School Experiences  PUBLIC SCHOOL EXPERIENCES:
1.  fight as elementary school kid to get permission to take high school typing class--won after newspaper report embarrassed 

resistant principal
2.  fight as high school student to attend debate conferences at all black colleges--won after newspaper report embarrassed 

resistant principal
3.  fight to take high school classes in summers of elementary school--lost so took local college courses instead
4.  discovered calculus  book as elementary  school  student--after discovering meaning  of  “sin,  cos,  tan”,  did  entire book 

homework in  one  night,  then took 2 calculus,  2  analysis,  1  topology  course  in  local  college  before  graduating  from 
elementary school

5.   wanted to  meet  professional  adults  beyond  my  family--helped create  scientific  boy  scout  troop that  visited different 
company lab every month for experiments and music composition scout troop where boys presented own compositions 
monthly along with jazz jam sessions

6.  wanted computer programming but no courses on it in my high school so got three successive summer jobs--wrote Fortran 
I program that expanded binomially stress integrals of bridge design and solved them, Lisp 1.5 program that controlled 
crystal growing machine, and an APL program that plotted star types of sky map

7.  9 years of piano, 3 years of singing, 2 years of voice and trumpet lessons, 1 year of speech making, 8 years of paid boys 
choir singing--to balance rational learning with a little art 

College Undergrad Experiences  COLLEGE UNDERGRAD EXPERIENCES:
8.  to compete as MIT freshman with kids from much richer families and school system, I asked alumni for study secrets (buy 

books for each course from Stanford and Harvard equivalent courses, and study in groups not individually) producing 
grades 40 to 50 points above class average in all core courses

9.  used actual accomplishment of best-in-class grades in core courses to stop entirely male, competitive learning and spend 
the rest of my college years entirely filling in the vast ignorance within me from having grown up in a backward part of 
the world--1 year of competing, followed by 4 years of filling in my vast ignorance

10.  to get beyond MIT’s somewhat immature male culture (much mitigated by greater numbers of female faculty in recent 
years),  I  cross-registered for  courses at  Harvard and  Wellesley  for  2 years  of  work in  modern poetry  composition, 
Shakespeare, philosophy, criticism, and psychology

11.  to get emotional discipline to match rational thought disciplines at MIT did 2-hours per morning zazen meditation for 2-
years with East Asian studies professors at MIT, Wellesley, and Harvard

12.  to get design and creativity ways of thought missing from engineering curricula, took practice teaching job at Weston 
Schools (where many MIT and Harvard faculty kids grow up), developing metaphoric thought assessments and training 
to improve it in students scoring low on assessment

13.  to  get  beyond early specialization forced on students  by modern curricula,  took 3 courses each in political  science, 
philosophy, anthropology, literature, composition, product design, discourse linguistics, psychology, computation theory, 
sociology, history of thought--filling in the vast ignorance I was born into

14.  to pay for MIT tuition without fights with backward parents and their thought control efforts, invented week-end school 
on creativity for kids of elite families, attracting 42 kids per weekend average, producing $1600 per week for tuition

15.  to pay back society for MIT richness of education, took psych lab for thesis project, fixing children with delayed language 
development by training their parents in how to recognize and reward partially correct language mirroring

16.  to respond to lack of deep community ties among Americans without shallow political protesting I asked professor to 
recommend an organization revising Western civilization along such lines, and joined the NGO he sent me to for 6 years 
of unpaid work, to pay back society for MIT’s richness of experience and education

17.   to  understand  my own abilities,  without  depending  on specious  “talent” explanations,  I  took neuro-psychology  and 
cognitive-psych/artificial-intelligence courses, writing my own book on structural cognition methods for training others in 
high cognitive performance of MIT sorts

18.  to develop technology literacy I did unpaid part-time programming work, most weeknights at MIT’s Project MAC, where 
Conniver, Sail, and Lisp, the world’s first artificial intelligence rule, association, and object languages were developed and 
applied to get computer “to think”    N.G.O. EXPERIENCES:

19.  found amazing cognitive tools in an NGO’s seminars, but no attribution on where the tools came from, so I researched 
how the founders of the NGO developed the tools, and traced back to the research and literature the tools came from, 
improving, thereby, the tools in new versions of my own invention

20.  joined the NGO because its fast growth promised early leadership chance, but found that growth stopped as soon as I 
joined,  preventing leadership experience, so joined fund raising,  visiting  50 different cities  per years,  visiting the 20 
richest families per city, for donations

21.  found the NGO’s economic development projects were phony, failing everywhere due to obtuse white North American 
bigotries, so went to Japan, Korea, and China to practice transplanting practices across cultures, revised participatory 
town meeting program so it worked in Japan and Korea

22.  found NGO’s Jeju village development project was stymied by North American biases, so got Japanese firm to donate 
portable mowers, changing harvest work by village women from 7 weeks to 7 days, freeing time for them to get cash 



NGO Experiences income by part-time work in nearby Jeju city, producing envy in the men that caused them to involve themselves, for the 
first time, in serious village development effort--the tipping point was liberating female roles in traditional village life

23.   wrote procedures for  workshops  of  800 person 10 day  workshop  in  Yubari,  Hokkaido,  Japan that  created 16 new 
businesses for coal mining area suffering on-going economic retrenchment--Yubari Mellon firm, still profitable today, 
created by that workshop;  wrote workshop procedures for weekly study nights  and weekend research events in 104 
centers worldwide

24.  to  fix the  ineffective human development  projects  and workshop events  of  the  NGO, studied search conferences of 
Australia, autonomous workteams events of Britain’s Tavistock Institute, Toffler’s participatory democracy meetings in 
Seattle, modifying the NGO events to incorporate these more successful methods 

Experiences Abroad  EXPERIENCES ABROAD:
25.  a global participatory town meeting programs was not working in Japan, I fixed it by getting a local talented American 

woman put in charge, and together with her, we redesigned procedures from deductive to inductive, fitting Japanese 
psychology, and redid event set up, recruiting people to present not attend

26.  years of work in a Jeju village had done nothing for economic development, so I got a Japanese firm to donate mowers 
that changed the role of women in the village, which created envy in the men, causing development to suddenly leap 
forward

27.  French leaders of Thompson Electric in Paris wanted a “French way” of matching Japanese quality, so they hired me to 
create High Tech Circles, substituting advanced software for simple statistics tools used in Japanese circles

28.   N.V.  Philips  wanted  to  speed  up  deployment  of  advanced  software  technologies  across  their  huge  multi-national 
workforce, so they hired me to create Artificial Intelligence Software Circles, allowing 45 circles in 11 different nations to 
follow a single weekly curriculum with two two-week-each intense programming code creation sessions at common sites 
yearly 

29.  Siemens had discovered that software was the primary value of many of its products--it thought of itself as a hardware 
company but its value in the market was from software increasingly, so they hired me to accelerate software use and 
respect via software Invent Events,  200-person workshops that in 3 days produced radical improvements in software 
designs for a total of 700 products (from 10 Invent Events implemented)

30.  to experience Japanese management and total quality approaches in Japan, I managed to get jobs at two Deming Prize 
winners (for best in Japan quality) Matsushita Electric’s primary product development lab (ten years after winning the 
Deming  Prize  and  while  implementing  Six  Sigma  campaigns  10  years  before  Americans  copied  them),  and  Sekisui 
Chemical’s headquarters (while they were applying for and winning the Deming Prize)  

Graduate Education  GRADUATE EDUCATION:
31.  to prevent my homework becoming trash, I modified homework assignments so all of them, gathered together, constituted 

a book, later published as Global Quality, by McGraw Hill, eventually paying for my tuition with book royalties
32.  to study the future of management, not its past, I combined grad school of education methods of managing knowledge 

workers (professors) with grad school of business methods of managing knowledge workers (outsourcing, retiree internet 
communities, electronic markets/auctions for problems-to-solve or solutions-to-implement)

33.  to test new technology’s potential for bypassing ordinary education system class system, I taught Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet 
classes at the worst community college in Michigan (in student quality), getting students to do something in spreadsheet 
form, automate doing it with macros, and generalize that automating via adding simple artificial intelligence rules--the 
students completed Univ. of Michigan 1st year grad student homework assignments in artificial intelligence using Lotus 
Notes, proving that people without college educations could do grad student computer science homework

34.  used total quality principles to design new MBA programs to produce internationally competitive forms of management 
capable of fending off Japanese quality/trade threats and Chinese growth threats

35.   combined  Japanese  Chinese  Business  master’s  degree  with  Cyber  Virtual  Organization  master’s  degree  with Total 
Quality Research Processes Ph.D. 

Global Corporations  GLOBAL CORPORATIONS:
36.  hired by EDS, the world’s largest systems integrator company, as programmer, solved lack of sales to General Motors 

problem  by  designing  and  implementing,  without  permission  and  budget,  Artificial  Intelligence  Workshop  Fairs, 
displaying GM engineer project ideas in a morning session, matched with other company/vendor software application 
projects in afternoon workshop--comments by GM managers viewing afternoon example projects written up and 500 
page book published to top 2000 managers at each GM division

37.  hired by Coopers & Lybrand as artificial intelligence programmer, instead of selling one $300,000 expert systems project 
per 6 months, as everyone else was doing, I sold Expert System Circles program to New Jersey drug companies, selling 30 
$100,000 each projects per 3 months (20 times as productive as other consultants at the firm)

38.  hired by Xerox to quickly set up total quality “something” in their software IT group to help them win the Baldridge 
Award for quality, I set up 20 Knowledge Based Circles, each volunteer circle group specifying a quality problem that 
software tools could solve and following a common weekly curriculum to develop that software

39.  early success of knowledge based circles program resulted in building expert system by interviewing Genichi Taguchi (in 
Japanese)--this project used total quality to specify the software application’s content, making it completely unlike other 
competing  products--our application addressed why Taguchi  technique got misused by US-trained engineers and the 
political  forces distorting use  of Taguchi  so as  to lessen its impact  in  US firms compared to its  impact  in Japanese 
competitor firms

40.  Xerox software to assist  particular meeting formats and processes used in meetings, was generalized using workflow 
automation  and expert  system tools  (and  my  structural  cognition research on meaning  indexing)  into  software  that 
automatically converted discussions into working software doing what was discussed (US government agencies ordered 
600 copies before the software was announced)

41.  a software venture business based on the software developed in the item immediately above, was launched twice, once by 
a competitor of mine in Xerox as an “advanced groupware application” which failed within a year, no one willing to buy 
it; and again, by me outside Xerox, as a “simple total quality database”, having all the same features but marketed to an 
existing felt need and kept simple so customers were not scared

42.  obtained right to be the first Xerox application demonstrated at Xerox’s first Document Forum for the firm’s top 400 
managers, demonstrated my software for automating meetings on Xerox PARC’s Liveboard   

Graduate Faculty Job at Univ. of  GRADUATE FACULTY JOB AT UNIV. OF CHICAGO



Chicago 43.  my homework for Univ. of Michigan grad school was sent as a manuscript to McGraw Hill, the publisher, who shared it 
with ASQC who shared it with Univ. of Chicago, Grad School of Business faculty, who phoned me and offerred me my 
first academic job, teaching at their business school for five years

44.  Harry Roberts,  an emeritus professor at the Univ. of Chicago, Grad School of Business,  called my book “a work of 
genius”, and taught me to teach to grad students there

45.  the university gave me five course numbers and invited me to invent whatever in the way of courses that I thought they 
needed--”the design” of their curriculum is to “hire bright people and leave them to hell alone” to do what they think 
students need--the trust in this impressed me greatly

Consults  CONSULTS
46.  General Dynamics had the problem of jet pilots having 1.2 seconds to choose which of 7000 evasive actions to take when 

attacked, they hired me to regularize those choice space of 7000 choices fractally, permitting a 4 digit phone number that 
pilots  took less  than 0.8 seconds to input,  to  select  the  right maneuver,  an example  of regularized fractal  interfaces 
allowing easy memorizing and input of complex choices

47.  P&G had the problem of Kao, its Japanese competitor, threatening to enter the North American markets, they hired me  
to make a video on how to keep Kao out of P&G’s markets, we taped my video and we taped defensive P&G executive 
responses  to  my  video,  using  the  latter  to  show  how unprepared the  culture  of  P&G was  to  dealing  with  Japan’s 
competitors

48.   Lever  Brothers  had  the  problem  of  successive  new  products  failing  in  the  Mexican  market,  I  led  executives  in 
investigating ridiculous products and services selling successfully in Mexico, from which they extrapolated a model of 
what consumers were like there, from which model they devised how to revise products to sell well there

49.  my old high school friend was Newt Gingrich’s campaign chairman for decades, and hired me to democratize political 
election campaign work by creating Campaign Quality Circles for Newt’s 1984 and 86 re-election campaigns, resulting in 
rapid development of more professional work skills in campaign volunteers, shortening time for campaign work freeing 
campaign professionals from mundane campaign work, and greater margins of election victory 

Graduate Faculty Jobs in Japan   GRADAUTE FACULTY JOBS IN JAPAN
50.  interviewed and offered job at Japan’s first all-software graduate university in Aizu Japan, then accepted professorships 

for my wife and I at Japan’s 8th ranked private university’s new policy studies department, my wife in social policy and I 
in innovation policy

51.  taught in 4 business areas at Temple University’s Tokyo Executive MBA program, composing a 500 page book on IT uses 
in business

52.   created 6 creativity in  Japan courses at  Gaidai’s  International  Business  program for  business  undergrads from 11 
nations, those courses still used today based on my reading lists and structured interview assignments of students to meet 
the most creative people in Japan 

Design Businesses in Japan and China   DESIGN BUSINESSES IN JAPAN AND CHINA
53.  teaching creativity led me to create Dimensions of Difference Designs, for product designs; Regular Fractal Interfaces and 

Meaning Indexes, for index and interface designs; Kimono SportFormals, for fashion designs
54.  composed first music CDs and novels 

Ventures Getting Underway in 2004-2011 SIX VENTURES
Glass Bead Game View: applying excellence and creativity sciences in design, publishing & tour work 

Dimensions of Difference 
Designs

custom design of anything--songs, homes, products, interfaces, indexes, careers--based on 60 models of creativity 128 
steps of creating and fractal regularizations

Knowledge Epitome a new kind of university the set up of which is being started, step by step, now; a book, listed above, outlines the entire 
idea and its implementation requirements; sources of support are being sought over the next few years as I prepare to 
launch Knowledge Epitome University upon retiring from my present employ

Fractal Indexes and Interfaces 
Inc.

a company that attacks bushyness  and irregularity of linkage throughout modern social  and technical systems,  by 
applying not fractals alone but 14 distinct ways to regularize fractals so that search engines have nothing to do, become 
un-needed

The Unsung a  music  composition  approach,  toolkit,  methodology,  and  event  series  that  organizes  people  into  self  analysis 
producing songs for all the majority of experiences now unsung as commercial motives drive music into what “sells 
best” namely adolescent puerile sex songs--recovering performance from centralized media  as part  of all ordinary 
lives--enriching repertoires by singing actual human full life experiences not “what sells best”

Bestest-Mostest Press publishes my above mentioned 12 e-books at youpublish.com, deals strictly with structural readings and writings, not 
bushy prose of the usual sort

Kimono SportFormals my personal fashion line, sold since 2001 to nouveau riche Chinese and Hollywood celebrities; it combines extinct 
weavings,  never  to  be  repeated  in  history,  with  modern  comfortable  fit  sport  materials,  with  exorbitant  design 
principles to guarantee you will  be the center of all  eyes  in all occasions--statistical experiments  done with latest 
Milan/Paris/London/New York/Tokyo designer fashion releases before test audiences to guarantee, in any room, our 
fashions  draw  more  attention  faster  and  longer;  scientific  measures  of  fit  comfort,  status  comfort,  wear-ability 
satisfaction, personal expression satisfaction done to ensure each year’s line maintains our high standards; priced for 
the fabulously wealthy only, millionaires need not apply

Info Tours the  usual  tours,  in  Japan,  enhanced by exploration  assignments  to  each participating team/family  with  workshop 
dinners that turn each day’s experiences into models, ideas, products, tools, videos that participants can sell after the 
tour is over--profit-making tours for smart people

Journal Editorships  ONE
Glass Bead Game View: invent new kind of publishing industry and change/bypass copyright law derivative use provisions

Journal of Structural Readings Founding Editor Getting underway in  late  2007 and early 2008,  publishes  classic  “structural  readings”  of 
important books and articles and entire literatures.  






